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F

ield identification of divers Gavia in other than adult-summer plumage
has progressed considerably in the past two decades. Much of this
progress can be attributed directly to the huge improvement in the standard
of optical equipment—particularly telescopes—available to birdwatchers.
Various factors relevant to general bird identification, such as state of
moult and degree of feather wear, which in the past would usually have
been considered only as in-the-hand characters, can now often be judged in
the field. This enables observers to determine the age of birds and, where
necessary, to apply a highly critical approach to field-identification, essential when dealing with some of the notoriously difficult species. Amongst
these, divers have received their fair share of attention in recent years.
Major papers concerned with distinguishing White-billed Diver G. adamsii
from Great Northern Diver G. immer were published in 1974 (Binford &
Remsen 1974; Bum & Mather 1974), but the two smaller species, Redthroated Diver G. skllata and Black-throated Diver G. arctica, have not
received much attention in the pages of the more widely read international
journals. None of the field guides gives adequate treatment to divers in
immature and winter plumages.
[Bril. Binls 79: 365-391, August 1986)
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The aim of this paper is to describe current ideas on the identification of
ail four species of diver* and clarify some of the most frequently encountered
pitfalls. Each species is dealt with individually, each account including an
introduction describing general structure and morphology, 'Ageing' in
which the differences between adults and immatures, and moult, are
summarised, 'Detailed descriptions' of adult and juvenile plumages and,
finally, 'Identification' in which the identification pitfalls of each species are
discussed. It should be noted that the detailed descriptions are concerned
mainly with features likely to be observed in normal field conditions; more
thorough details are readily available in standard works such as BWP.
It was originally hoped that a major part of this paper would be devoted
to the problem of identifying divers in flight. As preparation for this, a list of
tentative ideas was drawn up and circulated for comments to a number of
experienced seawatchers and diver-enthusiasts around the world. Many of
these people responded very helpfully, but the widely diverging views on
some of the most fundamental points were a clear indication of the need for
further fieldwork before an acceptable set of guidelines can be achieved.
The second part of this paper, dealing with divers in flight, is intended,
therefore, as a basic framework for future work. It is hoped that observers
who have opportunities to observe large-scale diver movements will test the
suggestions made here and, in due course, let us know whether or not they
support our ideas on flight identification. A future review of the subject
would also benefit greatly from a comprehensive series of photographs of
flying divers, and we appeal to anyone who can be of help in this respect.

Species accounts
Red-throated Diver Gavia stellaia
The smallest of the divers (length 53-69 cm; wingspan 106-116 cm), but
those at the large end of the range overlap in size with Black-throated Diver.
In general, rather finely proportioned, sleek, less muscular and less fullbreasted than other divers. Head and neck shape varies considerably with
different postures, but generally shows a shallowly sloping forehead and
smoothly contoured, less angular head and neck profile than other divers.
Head and bill characteristically inclined upwards, the effect being
heightened by the shape of the bill. When alert, appears rather thin-necked,
but when resting with head hunched between shoulders can appear
remarkably stocky and may be confused with Black-throated Diver. In
profile, highest point of body tends to be farther back than on other divers
(fig. 2).
Ageing
Adults and juveniles can usually be distinguished up to around midwinter,
at least by the juvenile's grey-streaked foreneck and sides of head (pure
white on first-winter and adult winter).
By February of their second calendar-year, most have replaced juvenile
*This paper does not cover the identification of Gavia (arctica) pacifica, which breeds in eastern
Siberia and North America and is now considered by some authorities to be a distinct species,
named Pacific Diver. EDS
The inclusion offig.1 in colour has been subsidised by ZEISS West Germany. EDS
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Fig. 2. Red-throated Divers Gavia slellaia, adults/first-winters (three at left) and juvenile
(right) (Killian Mullamey)
p l u m a g e with first-winter plumage, which is practically indistinguishable
from adult-winter plumage. Usually partial adult plumage is acquired
d u r i n g s u m m e r of second calendar-year.
Unlike other species of diver, adult Red-throated Divers undergo a
complete moult after breeding and a partial (head and body) moult in
s p r i n g . (In the other three species, this sequence is reversed.) Near the end
of the complete moult, the primaries are shed simultaneously, rendering the
birds flightless for a short period.
Detailed description
clearly visible either side oj dark stripe down
ADULT WINTER Plumage acquired August to lundneck when viewed from behind (fig. 2). Dark
November by complete moult.
grey upperparts profusely speckled with white due
Distinguished from all Black-throated and to pair of small white marks near tip of each
Great Northern Divers by more extensive whitefeather; wing-coverts same. Underparts
on neck, head and in front of eye, this alone often white, flanks with irregular dark centres
enabling positive identification at very long combining to form uneven flank-band with
range. Foreneck and sides of head pure much white admixed. Bill comparatively
white, unlike juvenile. Division between light slender: culmen almost straight or even
and dark on head and neck cleanly defined, slightly concave, combining with smoothly
without sharp indentations of light into dark; recurved lower edge, so that bill has characoften shows more or less prominent small teristic retrousse shape: usually pale greyish horn
notch of dark into white approximately two- colour, with darker culmen.
thirds way between eye and rear of head.
White extends prominently onto lores, often effecJUVENILE Plumage sometimes fully retained
tively isolating dark eye and contributing to up to February or March of second calendarvery distinctive facial pattern. White extends year, but majority commence moult to firstso far back on sides of upper neck that white winter around December.
180. [uvenile Red-throated Diver Gavia slellaia, Netherlands, February 1980 (M. R. Weston
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181. Juvenile Red-throated Diver Gavia sltllata moulting to first-winter, Netherlands,
February 1979 {P. Munsterman)
White on sides of head and neck much
reduced by extensive dusky grey streaking
merging into darker rear of head and neck.
Intensity and distribution of streaking
variable, but on darkest birds only chin,
throat, area surrounding base of bill, and
narrow eye-ring devoid of streaking. Lores
and forehead may appear dark grey, even
blackish, showing much less white than
adult. Upper foreneck often marked with
narrow dull rust-coloured patch which,

along with dusky streaking on sides of head
and neck, gradually disappears with progress
of moult to first-winter plumage. Upperparts
browner, with finer, duller and therefore lessobvious pale speckling than on adult winter.
Bill similar to adult's, but slightly darker and
bluer grey, with dusky-tipped lower mandible and pale-tipped upper mandible.
Juveniles and first-winters which have not
completed bill-growth can appear to have
deeper, less finely tipped bills than adults.

Identification
Adult winter Red-throated Diver is usually easily identified by the greater
extent of white on the neck and head than on Black-throated; distant adults
182. Adult Red-throated Divers Gavia stdlata, Netherlands, April 1976 (Jan Mulder)
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Fig. 3. Adult/first-winter Red-throated Diver Gavia slellala: when sun is at low angle,
illuminating rear of bird, rear neck may appear markedly paler than forehead and upperparts
(Killian Mullamey)

might even be mistaken for winter-plumaged Great Crested Grebes Podiceps
cristatus. At medium to close range, the white-speckled upperparts are
diagnostic. Adults in transitional plumage and darker juveniles might more
easily be mistaken for Black-throated Divers, especially at long range, when
p l u m a g e and structural details are difficult to determine, or in certain light
conditions which may exaggerate plumage contrast (e.g. when the sun is at
a low angle illuminating the rear of the bird, the rear neck may appear
markedly paler than the forehead and upperparts, see fig. 3). Red-throated
Divers may occasionally adopt an attitude in which the head and bill
a p p e a r to be carried perfectly level (see plates 180 & 182). Conversely,
Black-throated Divers frequently adopt poses in which the head and bill are
clearly pointing above the horizontal (plates 187 & 189). It follows,
therefore, that not too much importance should be attached to bill
inclination alone. T h e flanks of Red-throated Divers are comparatively
sparsely marked with dark, so they usually show a lot of white above the
waterline. When they are sitting low in the water, however, the visible
extent of white is reduced, sometimes to an isolated patch on the rear flanks,
in exactly the same position as often shown by Black-throated Divers (figs. 2
& 3). Usually, but not invariably, such a patch appears less clearly defined
t h a n on Black-throated Diver.
Red-throated Divers are probably the most gregarious of the divers and
often gather in large, loose assemblies or small close knots in favoured
wintering areas. Their diving action is typically quick and smooth, with a
slight j u m p before submerging.
183. Red-throated Diver Gavia slellala, probably adult, Kent, March 1979 (R. K. Coles)
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184. Red-throated Diver Gavia sttllata, probably adult, Netherlands, February- 1977 {R. van
Rossum)

Black-throated D i v e r Gavia arctica
Slightly larger than Red-throated
(length 58-73 cm; wingspan
110-130 cm). T h e perfect proportions, smooth curves and sharply contrasted patterns of adult Black-throated Diver in summer plumage
combine to give it a stunningly elegant appearance. To a lesser extent, the
s a m e can be said of those in juvenile and winter plumages. Black-throated
is in many respects intermediate between Red-throated and Great
N o r t h e r n Diver and, depending on the circumstances, confusion is equally
likely with either species. Structurally, Black-throated resembles a lean
Great Northern, but plumage contrast is more closely matched by some
Red-throated Divers. Head-shape can be altered from being smoothly
rounded to being rather flat-crowned with a more or less steeply inclined
forehead reminiscent of the angular head-shape characteristic of Great
N o r t h e r n Diver. Viewed from behind, the nape often looks curiously wide,
as if laterally flattened, giving an impression vaguely recalling a cobra
(Elepidae) (fig. 4). Tends to look fuller-breasted than Red-throated Diver,
emphasising the curve of the neck back over the shoulders. In profile, the
highest point of the body tends to be farther forward than on Red-throated
Diver. Bill size and shape very variable: typically long, slim and daggershaped, but on some individuals comparatively short and deep-based (see
plate 186). Head and bill often carried pointing slightly above horizontal,
but, particularly at long range, the bill often appears
to be subtly decurved. Plumage generally clean-cut
a n d contrasting, with clearly defined areas of light
a n d dark, especially on winter adults.

Fig. 4. Adult Black-throated Diver Gavia arctica: viewed from
behind, nape looks curiously wide (Killian Mullamey)
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185. Adult Black-throated Diver Gavia arctica, Gloucestershire, February 1979 (C. Prentice)

Ageing
Adults and juveniles can easily be distinguished up to February-March, at
least by the juvenile's regular scaly pattern of pale feather fringes on the
upperparts (uniform blackish on adult winter). Moults much as for Great
Northern.
Detailed descriptions
ADULT

WINTER
Plumage
acquired sharply demarcated; in profile, divide between
September to December by partial moult in black and white runs approximately midway down
which head and body plumage, tail and some side of neck. Contrast emphasised by indistinct
wing-coverts are renewed.
blackish-brown stripe on side of neck, which
Forehead and crown (down to lower edge usually ends as short projection into white of
of eye), nape, hindneck and sides of neck lower ear-coverts. Basal part of hindneck
smooth dark brown, or almost velvety (which is largely concealed by shoulders
greyish-brown, shading to blackish-brown on when neck is relaxed) is darker shade of
lores. Remainder of head, foreneck, breast brown than upper hindneck. In good light
and underparts white. Eye-ring, if present, conditions, velvety grey sheen to hindneck is
usually very thin and indistinct, rarely as obviousemphasised by very dark, practically uniform
as on any adult winter Great Northern Diver. blackish upperparts. At close range, it may be
Apart from slight merging at rear of ear- possible to discern fine white spotting on
coverts, white and dark on head and neck are otherwise blackish lesser coverts, a feature of

186. Adult Black-throated Diver Gavia arctica, Essex, winter 1979/80 (Tony Gray)
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adults only. Scapulars, though essentially front of leg. Bill typically rather long and
greyish-black, have indistinct subtly lighter dagger-shaped, with moderately deep base,
sub-terminal spots. Occasionally, a few and distal part of culmen gently decurved.
summer-type scapulars are present on other- On some, bill is shorter and not so slim (see
wise fully winter-plumaged birds. Under- plate 186). Bill usually light slate-grey, with
pays white, with cleanly defined, even blackish
dark culmen and tip, and variable amount of
band along fore-flanks from sides of breast. dark along cutting edges.
When at rest on water, rear flank feathers JUVENILE Plumage retained throughout
often fluffed up over wings, giving clean-cut autumn and early winter; gradually moults
panel of white along waterline; when actively head and body feathers from around
swimming, tends to sit lower in water, with January, eventually assuming adult-wintcrflanks tucked under wing, reducing amount like plumage in summer of second calendarof visible white to conspicuous patch just in year but lacking spotted wing-coverts.

187. Juvenile Black-throated Diver Gavia arctica, Switzerland, January 1971 (Martin Schwarz)
Similar to adult winter, but upperparts
lighter, contrasting less with white underpays than on adult. Forehead, crown and
hindneck ashy grey-brown, often a shade
lighter and less uniform than on adults. Lores
and forehead often appear darker. Upperparts blackish-brown, mantle and scapular
feathers rounded and tipped pale grey giving

regular, neat, rather fine scaly pattern, most
pronounced on scapulars, but not so broad and
obvious as on juvenile Great Northern Diver.
Wing-coverts blackish-brown, with indistinct lighter edges to some, but lacking
white spots of adult. Bill similar to that of
adult, but usually paler.

188. Adult Black-throated Diver Gavia arctica, Kent, January 1978 (R. K. Coles)
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Identification
Black-throated is essentially intermediate between Great Northern and
Red-throated Divers and consequently is very often the subject of
misidentifications. Usually, it is long-range observations of Great Northern
and Red-throated Divers that cause problems. With good views at close
range, the distinctive character of each species is more obvious and
identification errors are less likely.
Black-throated is generally seen as the most elegant member of the
genus, and often seems to possess a distinctly 'dignified' character. In
practice, the species most frequently mistaken for Black-throated Diver is
Red-throated, especially distant birds showing stronger than average
plumage-contrast (fig. 3). In these circumstances, the most useful
identification clues can be derived from careful judgment of structure and
the extent of white on the head and neck. In build, Black-throated is rather
heavier than Red-throated, and somewhat reminiscent of Great Northern.
T h e dark tone of the rear head and neck extends farther forward around the
sides than on adult Red-throated.
Great Northern Divers are usually obviously larger and more heavilybuilt than Black-throated when the two species are alongside. Size and
build may be difficult to assess when comparison with another species is not
possible, in which case there are several plumage differences which provide
a reliable means of identification. On Great Northern, the upper rear
ear-coverts are duskier than on Black-throated and the divide between light
and dark on the side of the neck is irregular, with a pronounced indentation
of white half-way up the neck. Most Great Northerns, especially adults,
show a prominent pale eye-ring, rarely obvious on Black-throated.
Black-throated Divers are generally less sociable than Red-throated
Divers, but in spring and autumn they often gather in scattered parties at
favourite wintering and passage sites. Diving action is smooth and fast,
characteristically preceded by a sharp backward jerk of the stiff head and
neck (with a simultaneous slight parting of the mandibles) before
submerging.
189. Adult Black-throated Diver Gnvia arctica, Kent, March 1978 (R. K. Coles)
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190. Juvenile Black-throated Divers Gavia arctica, Netherlands, December 1984 (AmoudB. van
den Berg)

Great Northern Diver Gavia immer
The largest and bulkiest of the three common divers (length 69-91 cm;
wingspan 127-147 cm), and averaging only slightly smaller than Whitebilled Diver. At the small end of the size-range, there is some overlap with
Black-throated Diver, and particular care may be required to distinguish
small juvenile Great Northern Divers from juvenile Black-throated Divers.
The thick-set build compared with the two smaller species is usually
obvious, especially the heavier head and bill, thick neck and full breast. When
alarmed, as for example when being harassed by overhead gulls Lams, or
approached too closely by a boat, may tighten plumage and fully extend
neck to assume a remarkably sleek appearance. Typically shows rather
angular head-profile, with flattish crown and steep sloping forehead.
Forehead feathers may be raised or depressed to give the appearance of a
more or less prominent 'bump'. Heavy build and rather slow, lumbering
movements often apparent, even in distant views.
Ageing
With good views, juveniles can readily be recognised up to January or
191. Juvenile Great Northern Diver Gavia immer, Cornwall, December 1977 (J. B. & S.
Bottomley)
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Fig. 5. Great Northern Diver Gavia immtr. adult having simultaneously shed all primaries
during pre-breeding moult (February-April) (A7//ian Mullamey)

February of their second calendar-year at least by very scaly pattern on
u p p e r p a r t s (rather plain on adult winter). T h e effects of wear and fading on
pale-fringed juvenile feathers and the commencement of a protracted
partial (head and body) moult from around February gradually reduce the
obviousness of juvenile characters, so that, by April, second calendar-year
birds are more likely to be mistaken for adults. O n e of the most practical
m e a n s of ageing between February and April is to determine whether or not
active primary moult is under way (see fig. 5). Adults shed their primaries
simultaneously (which renders them temporarily flightless) during this
period, whereas second-calendar-year birds do not start the moult until the
summer.
U p to around February, there is marked contrast between very dark
n a p e / h i n d n e c k and generally lighter-looking upperparts. As spring
advances, effect of wear on pale feather edges, combined with gradual
replacement of juvenile scapulars with less contrastingly marked feathers,
results in upperparts taking on a more uniform dark appearance. Some
individuals develop extensive pale areas on the nape and hindneck which
effectively reduce or even reverse the contrast between hindneck and
u p p e r p a r t s . Second-calendar-year individuals continue to moult throughout the year. T h e extent and rate of progress of this moult is still poorly
192. Juvenile Great Northern Diver Gavia immer, Kent, winter 1978/79 (R. K. Coles)
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193. Juvenile Great Northern Diver Gavia immer in moult, Cornwall, February 1975 [J. B. &S.
Botlomley)

understood, but the plumage of birds in their second calendar-year is, in
general terms, similar to that of adult winter. Second-winter plumage
closely resembles that of adult winter, but lacks the white-spotted wingcoverts.
Detailed descriptions

especially about rear head and neck.
Forehead and crown down to mid eye-level,
January by partial moult in which head and nape, hindneck, and sides of neck sooty
body plumage, tail and some wing-coverts blackish-brown. Rear ear-coverts mainly
dusky brownish-grey, so white on sides of
are renewed.
In fresh plumage. Great Northern is the head usually noticeably less extensive than
darkest of all the divers. Nape, hindneck, on Black-throated Diver. Adults show diffuse
upperparts and wings practically uniform, b u t conspicuous pale eye-ring, broken narrowly
dark blackish-brown. By late winter, effects in front of and behind eye. Basal half of
of wear and bleaching may result in ap- hindneck a shade darker than upper hindpearance of irregular lighter patches, neck, forming dark half-collar, upper and
ADULT WINTER Plumage acquired October to

194. Juvenile Great Northern Diver Gavia immer, Netherlands, February 198+ (ArnoudB. van
den Berg)
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Fig. 6. Adult Great Northern Diver Gavia immtr (left) and adult Black-throated Diver Gaeia
arctica (right)(Killian Mullamey)
lower extremities of which extend well for- dark brown and light grey-brown. Divide
ward on sides of neck. Divide between while between white underbody and blackishforeneck and dark hindneck irregular, but alwaysbrown upper flanks irregular, with much
with a more or less obvious crescentic white admixed. Extent and prominence of
indentation of white half-way up sides ofneck, justwhite flanks above waterline depends on how
above dark half-collar. Entire upperparts bird is sitting in water and arrangement of
dark blackish-grey, usually a shade lighter feathers. Whatever the extent of visible
than hindneck, but by late winter many white, it is seldom anything like so clear-cut
individuals have faded plumage and contrast as on Black-throated. Bill noticeably heavy, with
between hindneck and upperparts much proportionately deep base. Shape of bill varies;
reduced. At close range, it may be possible to usually culmcn gently decurved and gonys
discern very indistinct slightly lighter blocks angle not very pronounced, but, on some
on scapulars, but, in less favourable circum- individuals, culmen very straight and gonys
stances, entire upperparts appear uniform. angle pronounced, to give bill shape similar
Occasionally, a few scattered adult-summer to that of typical White-billed. Colour of bill
scapulars present in winter. Variable extent in winter usually pale greyish or bluishof white-spotted adult-summer wing-coverts white, with blackish culmen, tip and distal
retained all winter, and, when visible, cutting edges. During spring and autumn
provide positive means of ageing adult; they moults, respectively, bill changes to and from
are, however, often entirely concealed by being entirely blackish, and may be variably
overlying scapulars and flank feathers. patterned while in predominantly winter
Breast-sides diffusely but regularly striped plumage.
195 \dult Great Northern Diver Gavia immer, Mid Glamorgan, Januarv 1981 (Howard
Nicholls)
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JUVENILE In fresh plumage, dark parts of
head and neck blackish-brown, similar in
extent to adult, but dusky wash on sides of
head more extensive. Eye-ring often washed
brown and less conspicuous than on adult,
White on foreneck and head often dull,
tinged with brown, reducing contrast with
hindneck, but emphasising whiteness of
breast. Upperparts dark brown, with pale
greyish white tips to rounded mantle and
scapular feathers forming beautifully regular

379
pattern of transverse, scalloped bars. Wingcoverts, back and rump dark brown, with
less-pronounced pale tips. Sides of breast
finely striped dark brown and pale greyishwhite. Upper rows of flank feathers dark
brown with diffuse paler edges, giving effect
of mottled flank band; thus, dark upperparts not
so sharply contrasting with white underparts as on
Black-throated. Bill similar to that of winter
adult, but, on average, less heavy looking,

Identification
Great Northern Diver is unlikely to be confused with Red-throated Diver,
but it shares many similarities with the other two species. Separation from
White-billed Diver is discussed under that species.
The bulk and large size of Great Northern Diver are often obvious
characters, even when there are no other species alongside for comparison.
Juveniles, however, may be much less heavy looking than adults, and are
thus more likely to be mistaken for Black-throated. Juveniles of both species
have light-tipped upperparts feathers which align to form a series of
regular, transverse bars. The barring is more extensive and conspicuous on
Great Northern, and this accounts for the upperparts appearing comparatively lighter than on Black-throated.
The most reliable and practical differences between Great Northern and
Black-throated (in all plumages except adult summer) relate to the extent
of light and dark on the head and neck. On Great Northern, the divide
between light and dark is always irregular, with at least one marked
indentation of light into dark about half-way up the side of the neck. Apart
from a slight merging of tones around the rear ear-coverts, the divide
between light and dark on Black-throated is always clean-cut and
uninterrupted. Note, however, that these differences are best judged when
the neck is extended. With the neck relaxed, a section of the lower neck is
contracted, hidden between the shoulders. This exaggerates the 'shift' in
the light/dark divide-line where the neck meets the breast and may give
Black-throated the appearance of having a marked indentation of white
towards the lower neck (see fig. 6). With good views, there should seldom be
great difficulty in distinguishing Great Northern and Black-throated
Divers. It should be remembered, however, that some juvenile Great
Northerns are not large, some show little or no trace of a pale eye-ring, and
occasionally they may show a white patch on the rear flanks. The
identification of difficult birds will almost always be resolved by careful
observation of the extent of light and dark on the head and neck, bill size
and shape, and upperparts markings.
Great Northern Divers are generally less sociable than Red-throated
Divers, even in areas where they are relatively abundant winter visitors. In
spring and autumn, they are more inclined to gather in small, loose flocks.
Diving action is smooth and powerful, characteristically lunging forward
and 'sliding' below the surface.
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196. Juvenile Great Northern Diver Gavia immer, Suffolk, December 1977 {J. D. Bakewell)

W h i t e - b i l l e d D i v e r Gavia adamsii
White-billed is the largest and bulkiest of all the divers (length 76-91 cm;
wingspan 137-152 cm), but averages only marginally larger than Great
N o r t h e r n Diver, which it closely resembles in all plumages. Though
unlikely to be confused with any species other than Great Northern, the
extensively pale sides of the head and neck and the upward carriage of the
bill m a y combine to convey a superficial similarity to Red-throated Diver.
In juvenile and winter plumages, White-billed is, on average, paler than
Great Northern, with less definition of light and dark areas on the head and neck and
reduced contrast between the upperparts and the underparts; this is
particularly striking in juvenile plumage. At all times, the bill-shape,
bill-colour and bill-carriage are critically important identification
characteristics. When alert and actively swimming, White-billed normally
carries the bill angled markedly upwards, but it is often carried level, especially
when the bird is relaxed. T h e forehead b u m p on White-billed is often even
more pronounced than on Great Northern, and the neck is usually thickerlooking.
Ageing
T h e timing of moults and sequence of plumages in White-billed is
practically identical to that of Great Northern Diver; thus, the methods of
ageing already discussed under that species can be applied.
As with Great Northern Diver, second-calendar-year individuals moult
almost continuously from around February to September. By April, the
throat a n d foreneck become extensively mottled light brown and the collar
at the base of the neck becomes complete. Many of the juvenile scapulars
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197. First-summer White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii, Netherlands, August 1980 (Edward van
IJzendoorn)

are shed and replaced with similarly marked, though square-tipped
feathers which have pale central blocks and a narrow dark terminal bar. Bylate summer, the head and neck revert to the extensively pale appearance of
juvenile plumage and the first of the fresh adult-winter-type scapulars
appear. Those in second-winter plumage closely resemble adults, but lack
the white-spotted wing-coverts.
Detailed descriptions
throat and joreneck less clearly defined. Crown,
ADULT WINTER Plumage acquired October to middle of nape and hindneck are darkest
January- by partial moult in which head and parts of head and neck; viewed from behind,
body plumage, tail and some wing-coverts there is usually a characteristic three-toned
effect, accentuating dark stripe running down
are renewed.
Similar to adult winter Great Northern, middle of hindneck. Light and dark tones on
but dark on head and neck a shade lighter head and neck merge much more gradually
than on Great Northern. Neck and side of head
and demarcation between dark hindneck and light
198. Adult White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii, Netherlands, December 1984 (Arnoud B. van den
Berg)
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199. Juvenile White-billed Diver Gaviaada, sii, Netherlands, February 1978 (Jan Mulder)
lighter than on Great Northern, especially lores,can seldom be seen in the field, but is
ear-coverts and sides of neck, so that, when diagnostic.
On average, bill slightly longer and deeper
viewed in profile, general tone of head and
neck is lighter than rest of upperparts. Dark than that of Great Northern, and viewed
collar at base of neck extends farther around against a contrasting dark background, often
sides than on Great Northern, and often con- massive-looking. Not all individuals appear
tinues as light brown wash right around foreneck.massive-billed, however; on some, only the
Many White-billed Divers show more or less depth at the base, not the total length, is
obvious irregular dark patch in region of rear impressive. Majority have rather straight
ear-coverts; though not shown by all indivi- culmen. with slight decurvature towards tip
duals, it is widely regarded as diagnostic and more or less pronounced gonys angle.
Bill mainly creamy colour; bill tinged pale
when present.
Upperparts not markedly different from yellowish distally; at least distal half, if not entire
those of Great Northern, though, under length of culmen, pale ivory-coloured. Base of both
optimum viewing conditions, it may be mandibles usually quite dark grey, to varying
apparent that the slightly more obvious pale extent, often darkest in tone along top, above
and some way beyond nostrils. Never any dark
blocks on scapulars are longer and the wing-covert
spots larger on White-billed than on Great towards distal cutting edges and distal half of
Northern. Occasionally, otherwise fully culmen on White-billed.
winter-plumaged White-billed Divers show a
few summer-plumage scapulars, when the
larger size of the blocks is more easily judged. JUVENILE Strikingly lighter on head and neck than
It seems that White-billed Divers also often all except the most heavily bleached spring
retain more of their summer-plumage white- Great Northern Diver, but it should be borne
spotted wing-coverts than do Great in mind that the latter can be remarkably
Northerns. Breast-sides and flanks are pale on head and neck. Only crown, middle
similarly patterned to those of Great of hindneck and basal collar are dark brown,
Northern. Primary shafts of White-billed Diver sides of head and neck being predominantly
are always pale cream or whitish, darkening light grey-brown, merging with whitish
distally; on Great Northern, the exposed throat and foreneck. Often a patchy gingeryshafts are always brownish. This difference suffusion to sides of head and neck. Most
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Fig. 7. Juvenile Great Northern Diver Gavia immer (left) and juvenile White-billed Diver Gavia
adamsii (right) [Killian Mullamey)
show dark patch on rear ear-coverts, which may forming regular series of transverse,
be very obvious when viewed at long range, scalloped bars, most pronounced across
Eye isolated from dark crown, giving distinctive scapulars. Back and rump feathers narrowly
Jacial character reminiscent of adult winter tipped lighter and appear more uniformly
Red-throated Diver. Viewed from behind, brownish. Flanks similarly patterned to
sides of upper neck rather light, with dark stripe those of Great Northern Diver. Bill does not
running down middle (fig. 7). Dusky collar at develop to full size until bird approximatelybase of neck often extends forward as gingery one year old, so juveniles often have less
wash right aroundfront of neck, setting off clean massive bills than adults. Colour of bill
white breast. Beautifully patterned upper- similar to that already described for winter
parts, with broad huffish white tips to feathers, adult.

Identification
Given good, close views, separation of White-billed and Great Northern
Divers is usually not very difficult. There are, however, numerous traps for
the unwary, so a thorough and careful approach to the problem is recommended, even with seemingly obvious individuals. Due to the extent of
variation found in both species, too much reliance should never be placed
on one or two characters alone, particularly if other characters do not seem
to support the diagnosis. It is advisable, therefore, to obtain as complete
and accurate details as possible before determining identification.
200. Juvenile White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii, Netherlands, February 1979 (Hans Schouten)
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2 0 1 . Adult White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii, Cleveland, February 1981 (G. P. Catley)

At all times, the most critical identification characters relate to the bill,
but there are several plumage distinctions, more marked on juveniles than
adults, that hold good for at least the majority of birds. Viewed at long
range, the most practical distinguishing feature of White-billed Diver is its
lighter-sided head and neck with less definition between light and dark
tones than on Great Northern Diver. A majority, particularly those in their
first calendar-year, show a more or less extensive dark ear-coverts patch,
which is often conspicuous at long range. Special care should be taken from
late winter into spring, when excessively worn and/or bleached Great
Northern Divers develop poorly defined and sometimes extensive pale
202. Adult White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii, Cleveland, February 1981 {P. Vines)
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patches on the nape and hindneck, giving them a superficial similarity to
White-billed. Juvenile White-billed show more obvious, broader, light bars
across their upperparts than do juvenile Great Northerns, but, on both
species, wear can reduce the prominence of this barring by spring of their
second calendar-year.
T h e differences in bill colour between the two species are not always so
obvious under normal viewing conditions as the detailed accounts might
suggest. O u t of adult summer plumage, the usual bill colour of Great
N o r t h e r n is very pale greyish white with a slight bluish cast. The entire
length of the culmen and at least a distal section of the cutting edges are
dark. Viewed at long range, it may be impossible to discern any darkness
other than where it is most marked (usually the basal portion of the
c u l m e n ) . O n White-billed, at least the distal half of the bill is very pale
creamy white, usually with a butter-yellow cast. T h e extent of dusky grey at
the base of the bill is variable, but is often dark along the top of the bill above
a n d some way beyond the nostrils. Even though the distal halfof the culmen
is pale, the apparent extent of dark on the bill when viewed at moderate to
long range may be little different from Great Northern Diver (van
IJzendoorn 1980, plate 38). Such birds should be checked for traces of dark
along the cutting edges of the distal half of the bill, diagnostic of Great
N o r t h e r n Diver.

203. First-summer White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii, Netherlands, August 1980 (Rent Pop)

T h e r e is seldom difficulty in distinguishing the two species in breeding
p l u m a g e . T h e massive pale bill of White-billed is very obvious, and at close
range the coarser white stripes on the neck and larger white blocks and
spots on the upperparts may be evident. The bill of Great Northern in
breeding plumage is entirely black, but sometimes the glossy surface can
create an illusion of the bill being partially or even wholly pale (Grant &
H a r r i s o n 1978). Identifications should, therefore, not be based solely on the
bill colour, but be backed up by a careful check of other characters.
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Flight identification
T h e main problem with identifying flying divers is that views are usually
brief or distant, and often both. It is generally not possible to assess
accurately the characters that are of most use in distinguishing swimming
divers; this leads to identifications based on highly subjective assessments
of size and jizz (only seldom will divers settle in view allowing tentative
identifications to' be confirmed or corrected). At close range, flying divers
m a y be reliably identified by the more obvious characters that distinguish
swimming individuals, but, to the inexperienced eye, flying divers of all
species at medium to long range take on a remarkably homogeneous
a p p e a r a n c e . It is therefore necessary to apply a different set of identification
criteria which concentrate on the more practical differences between flying
birds (e.g. relative lengths in front of and behind the wings, especially the
projection of the feet beyond the tail; speed and depth of wing beats;
carriage of head and neck; and extent of light and dark on head and neck).
Fig. 8. Flying divers Gavia (Killian

Mullamey)

Adult Red-throated Diver Gavia sttllala

Adult Red-throated Diver Gavia sttllala

Juvenile Red-throated Diver Gavia sttllala
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Adult Black-throated Diver Gavia arctica

Great Northern Diver Gavia immci

White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii

Some of these differences should be considered as no more than 'tendencies'
which probably depend on conditions at the time of observation, such as
wind speed and direction relative to the bird's trajectory. As with swimm i n g divers, different light conditions can dramatically alter the general
a p p e a r a n c e of flying individuals, particularly the degree of contrast
between the light and dark tones.
T h e r e is really no substitute for observing birds in the field in a wide
variety of conditions. Even then, it may take a lot of practice to become
expert at distinguishing flying divers. It should be borne in mind that
several of the observers consulted in the preparation of this paper, some of
w h o m have accumulated a lot of experience of divers in flight, do not claim
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to identify specifically more than 40% of those that they see.
The following species accounts are based on our combined experience of
flying divers and the views of several experienced seawatchers around
Europe. We have also drawn from a number of published papers which
have dealt with flight identification of divers, notably Edberg (1960), Porter
etal. (1963), Parrack (1964), Danielsen (1970), Appleby & Madge (1977),
Sutherland (1983), and Blidberg (1983).
Red-throated Diver

204. Red-throated Diver Gavia stellata, Sweden, March 1979 (Jan Elmelid)

Smaller and slimmer than other divers, but this not easily judged without
direct comparison. Projection of feet beyond tail usually less obvious than on other
divers. This gives appearance of wings being set slightly farther back along
body, which, together with fairly quick wing action, is reminiscent of
Red-breasted Merganser Mergus senator. Neck usually droops obviously
below line of body, but Red-throated Diver has curious habit of frequently
jerking head up and down and twisting it slightly sideways, as though checking to
see if it is being followed. Other divers seldom perform this kind of motion.
Extensive white on head and neck of those in adult winter plumage is often
striking, especially in bright sunlight, when head may appear almost
entirely white; against very light sea or sky, may even appear headless (like
'a pair of wings flying along'). Head and outstretched neck has grey restricted to
narrow strip of uniform depth without any marked widening until as far down
as sides of breast. Viewed from side, depth of white on head and foreneck is
approximately twice depth of dark hindneck. In good light, isolated beady eye maybe discernible at surprisingly long range. Up-tilted bill often obvious on
flying individuals and probably accentuates angle between lower throat
and foreneck.
Juvenile and transitional-plumaged Red-throated Divers show much
less extensive white on head and neck and are therefore more likely than
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adults to be mistaken for other species. Such individuals often show wide
dark collar around middle of neck. Some Red-throated Divers, probably
juveniles, similar to Black-throated in extent of light and dark on head and
neck, but, usually, divide is less clear-cut, lacking sharp contrast of most
Black-throateds. 'Difficult' individuals most reliably distinguished by
careful judgment of structure, especially projection of feet, and flight action.
Flight of Red-throated rather more hurried than that of other divers, and
wings raised higher on upstroke than those of Black-throated Diver; this
most easily judged when they are flying directly towards or away from
observer. Much variation in extent of dark flank band that separates light
underwing from light underbody: on most, quite broad near base of
forewing and narrows towards rear flanks; this pattern also quite common
on Black-throated Diver; on a few Red-throateds, band very narrow along
entire length, and, rarely, is lacking altogether.
Black-throated Diver
Typically, heavier-looking than Red-throated, but there is considerable
overlap in size ranges. To the practised eye, subtly more balanced proportions and rather stiff, measured wing-beats of flying Black-throated Divers are
amongst most immediate clues to identity. Thicker neck and heavier head
are carried more rigidly and more in line with body than by other divers.
Feet project noticeably farther beyond tip of tail than on Red-throated and often
appear slightly expanded at tips of toes. Because of more prominent feet,
wings appear more centrally placed than on Red-throated Diver.
In good light conditions, very marked contrast between dark upperparts
and white underparts. Dark on head and neck more extensive than on adult
Red-throated and more sharply defined than on juveniles. Viewed from side, divide
runs approximately mid-way along head and necky often with slight widening of
dark just behind head.
Compared with typically rakish Red-throated Diver, which can look
rather 'elastic' in flight, Black-throated is heavier, its rigid neck and stiff,
rather shallow wing beats giving impression of unerring stability.
Great Northern Diver
Greater bulk of Great Northern Diver (compared with Black-throated)
usually obvious, especially heavier head and neck, broader wings and very
large, prominent feet. Thick neck usually droops slightly below body level, but
is lifted towards head. Wing-beats slower and less stiff than those of Black-throated
and wings raised quite high on upstroke. Powerful flight is reminiscent of a
goose Anser. Broad-based wings appear set mid-way along length.
Dark on head and neck more extensive and less clearly defined than on Blackthroated. If not too distant, it may be possible to discern irregular divide
between light and dark on head and neck, especially light indentation half
way along neck.
White-billed Diver
Size, structure and flight very similar to Great Northern, if anything even
heavier-looking, with slightly slower wing beats. Neck appears slightly
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205. White-billed Diver Gaviaadamsii, Netherlands, February 1979 (Rene Pop)

206. White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii,
Finland, September 1978 (Jukka Haapala)

thicker and more drooped, with head and bill raised upwards. Head and neck
paler than Great Northern, but dark collar at base of neck more obvious. Head
and ear-coverts noticeably pale, isolated eye being quite conspicuous. This
'light-faced' appearance vaguely reminiscent of Barnacle Goose Branta
leucopsis. At close range and in good light, large pale bill obvious. Plumage
differences between White-billed and Great Northern Divers more pronounced in juvenile and first-winter plumages.
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